ID Portfolio
Swim Trunks

Swim trunks, original design:
- Elastic waist
- Drawstring
- Metal eyelets
- Two pockets
- Velcro fly
Fleece pants, original design:
- Elastic waist
- Two zipper pockets
- Zipper leg pockets
- Back zipper pocket
- Elastic ankle banding
- Embroidery detail on pocket
Mini Duffel Bag

Original design canvas side bag:
- Reflective strap detail
- Exterior mesh pockets
- Shoulder strap
- Embroidered logo detail

13”x6”
Fingerboard Mold

Fingerboard mold for pressing boards:
- Solid modeling in Cobalt, from Ashlar Vellum
- 2D drafting in Graphite

Board size: 4”x1.5”
Fingerboard Production

3D printed molds for resin casting

Cast epoxy resin press with blue tint

Dye sublimated graphics, colored in Photoshop, on 1/16” veneer. (4”x1.5”)

Board shape and size templates designed in graphite, a sheet metal drill template with dimensions drawn in Graphite.

Finished board with radius edges, countersunk holes, and clear wood finish.
Finished Fingerboard
Bucket Hats

Twill bucket hats original design:
- Interfacing in brim
- Double layered crown to hide seams
Dog Painting

Monochromatic acrylic painting

8.5”x11”
**Fleece Jacket**

**Fleece jacket:**
- Kangaroo pocket
- Elastic waist
- 1/4 zip upper with hood
- Embroidered logo
**Fingerboard Graphics**

**Fingerboard graphics:** designed and scanned original art colored in Photoshop. Arranged and sized in Pages.

Size: 4”x1.5”
Five panel hat:
- Nylon adjustable strap
- Lined construction to hide seams
- Sweat band for support
- Embroidered logo